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Abstract

Glacier limits are usually mapped according to a spatial discrimination based on color of

remote sensing images or aerial photography. What appears like ice (white or light colored

areas) at the end of the ablation period (end of summer) corresponds to the glacier, while

what appears as rock (dark areas) is identified as the slope. This kind of visual discretization

seems to be insufficient in the case of small arctic glaciers.

Indeed, the slopes have been described as very unstable parts of glacial basins. Debris are

generated by the inclination of the slopes, and reach the glacier surface. Thus, the visible

limit does not correspond to the ice extension: a significant amount of ice is potentially

covered by rock debris, enlarging the actual glacier surface with respect to the observed area.

Hence, we apply Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) measurements for mapping, beyond the
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central parts of the glacier, the steep slopes of the Austre Lovénbreen (Spitsbergen, 79oN).

The aim is to assess the discrepancy between the limits extracted from remote sensing

methods – aerial photography, satellite images and derived digital elevation models – and

the GPR data which exhibit significant ice thickness at locations considered outside the

glacier itself.

The ice is observed to extend typically from 25 to 30 meters, and up to 100 meters, under

the slopes. These measurements allow for a new determination of the rock/ice interface

location following criteria beyond the visual and morphological characteristics seen from the

surface, as obtained by remote sensing techniques or in-situ observations.

Keywords: Ground penetrating Radar, glacier limit, Arctic, Spitsbergen, polar glacier

1. Introduction

Due to a higher ratio between annual mass turnover and total mass, glaciers adapt to

changes in climate conditions more rapidly than large ice sheets according to (Dyurgerov

and Meier, 2000), yielding continuous boundary change in small ice masses requiring new

observations every hydrological season. The most striking morphological indication of glacier

dynamics is the front position, visible on historical archives (ground based photographs, aerial

photographs, satellite images and field measurements). However, all edges of the glacier react

likewise and their position should be considered when assessing glacier evolution.

Remote sensing is classically used to map glacier limits according to a spatial discretiza-

tion, in which the rock is considered as the hillside and ice-cored moraine, and snow and/or

ice is considered as the glacier area in pictures acquired in summer. However, field trips show

that this distinction is not so obvious, with the asymptotic case of debris or rock glaciers

(Kaufmann and Ladstädter, 2003; Monnier et al., 2009; Kaufmann, 2012; Lugon and Stoffel,

2010) in which the actual glacier extension is unclear. The distinction between ice and its

surrounding medium is quite obvious around the accumulation zone of the glacier, thanks

to the rimaye path clearly visible at the end of the melting season, even though the latter

has been advised to be considered as part of the glacier by (Racoviteanu et al., 2009; Khalsa

and Rapp, 2010). However, this distinction becomes blurred below the accumulation area.
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Due to both the instability (landslides, rockfalls, avalanches) of the basin hillsides and the

strong slopes, much debris can reach and cover part of the glacier. Furthermore, some of

the snow covered slopes might be associated with the glacier. Therefore, the issue lies in the

identification of the real glacier limits. The issue of surface feature identification has been

extensively considered in (Paul et al., 2013) and will only me reminded here, based on the

processing of our own remote sensing datasets, as an introduction of the deeper issue of the

relationship between glacier limit derived from features visible from the surface, with respect

to sub-surface bedrock topography as derived from geophysical measurements (Bogorodsky

et al., 1985).

Within the context of a detailed hydrological and glaciological survey of a small polar

glacier (Austre Lovénbreen, Brøgger Peninsula, Svalbard, 79oN), a continuous survey has

been carried out from 2006 to 2012 including total glacier volume estimate as derived from a

dense network of Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) measurements (Saintenoy et al., 2013).

While processing GPR records to extract the bedrock topography, we observed that the

ice thickness systematically remained significant along the expected glacier boundary as

identified from remote sensing techniques. Therefore, the geographical question of glacier

limits arose: where does the glacier really end ?

2. Geographical setting and fieldwork

Svalbard, an archipelago with 60% glacier cover, represents about 10% of the total Arc-

tic small glaciers area (Hagen et al., 1993; Liestøl, 1993; Kohler et al., 2007). The Austre

Lovénbreen (Fig. 1) is located on the west coast of Spitsbergen (the main island of Svalbard),

on the north side of the Brøgger Peninsula (79oN, 12oE). It is one of the many mountain

glaciers found in this area. In a 10.45 km2 basin, Austre Lovénbreen is a small land-based

valley and polythermal glacier (Irvine-Fynn et al., 2011) covering an area of 4.6 km2 (in

2009), extending along a 3.6 km stretch from South to North and 3.2 km East to West, with

an elevation ranging from 100 to 550 m a.s.l. Characterized by low-land coastal landscape

surrounded by a series of rugged mountain peaks whose elevations reach 876 m a.s.l (Nobile-
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fjellet), the glacier nowadays covers 43% of the total basin surface whereas it was occupying

about 50% of the catchment in the 80s (Hagen et al., 2003).

[Fig. 1 about here.]

As observed on other Arctic regions, nearly all small glaciers are retreating since the end

of the Little Ice Age (Hagen et al., 2003; Friedt et al., 2012). Small valley glaciers of the

Brøgger Peninsula exhibit an important mass loss (Hambrey et al., 2005).

Glacier area is subject to measurement uncertainties which are here investigated through

comparison of limits extracted from remote sensing information (aerial photography and

satellite imagery), Digital Elevation Model (DEM) analysis, and subsurface bedrock posi-

tioning through GPR measurements.

To determine the glacier limit as defined by the ice thickness reaching a value below the

measurement resolution of the GPR, measurements were performed using a Mal̊a Ramac

unit fitted with 100 MHz unshielded antennas, generating in ice a wavelet characterized by

a wavelength of 100 cm. Although such an operating wavelength is not optimal in terms of

depth resolution when operating in the slopes where the bedrock distance to the surface is

less than 50 m, it is selected as a tradeoff (Hagen and Sætrang, 1991) between adequate depth

resolution and penetration depth of the electromagnetic wave beyond 170 m, the thickest ice

region at the center of the glacier (≥2 µs two-way travel time, (Saintenoy et al., 2013)).

The measurements were performed on the Austre Lovénbreen during the 3 weeks of a field

campaign at the end of April 2011, except for the top-profile of Fig. 5 which was recorded

in September 2012 with a visual confirmation of the rock debris-glacier limit. A total of six

common-offset profiles were collected, each about 100 m long, both in accumulation and in

ablation areas of the glacier: transect positions in the general context of the glacier as seen in

a satellite picture are summarized on Fig. 5. The 100 MHz data were collected in the form of

3542 samples within a time window of 2800 ns, i.e. with a sampling rate of 1261 MHz, with

trace records triggered by constant time intervals of 0.5 seconds. 8 traces were stacked during

the measurement and stored on a personal computer for post-processing. A Globalsat ET-

312 Coarse/Average (C/A) GPS receiver is connected to a laptop computer used to record
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GPR A-scan traces and the position is recorded once every 5 traces or 2.5 seconds as WGS84

referenced latitude, longitude and altitude.

In this bi-static configuration, the spacing between antennas is 1 m and was not cor-

rected for in the radargrams presented in this document. Although the altitude information

was recorded by the C/A GPS receiver used to tag traces, topography correction was not

systematically applied to all radargrams since beyond the angle of the slope, the resulting

information is hardly relevant to the current discussion of identifying the bedrock intesection

with the surface. The high slope angles nevertheless emphasize the technical challenge of

the measurement since the average slope angle is 23o: beyond the 35o angle, both rock and

snow on the slopes become unstable (André, 1986; André, 1993).

These datasets will provide the raw input for glacier limit definition using sub-surface

markers as described in section 4.

3. Glacier limit positioning accuracy using remote sensing datasets

Discussing the glacier limit as observed by different means requires a preliminary assess-

ment of the positioning resolution of the glacier boundaries (Paul et al., 2013). Although the

glacier snout provides the most straightforward analysis environment, best accessible when

walking along the glacier front while carrying a GPS data logger, it is also least representative

of the issue of glacier extension along the slopes. As an initial glacier limit resolution assess-

ment based on the use of datasets acquired through remote sensing techniques, we compare

the visual snout limit observed on a summer satellite image, as the boundary between light

areas (ice) and dark (rock) regions, with ground based GPS positioning (Fig. 2).

The 2008 GPS measurements were performed at the end of the hydrological year – end

of September – while the panchromatic FORMOSAT-2 image was acquired July 31st 2008,

providing a dataset with a 2-m resolution (Liu, 2005; Chen et al., 2006). The two trips

recording GPS data are separated by several hours and thus have been acquired with differ-

ent satellite constellation configuration: the difference between the two tracks include field

interpretation error and GPS positionning uncertainty, both adding to an error bar of less
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than 5 m. The largest difference between the front position identified by the two methods of

17-m in the area furthest north is attributed to interpretation error due to the rock debris

coverage over the ice or retreat between the two dataset acquisition.

Local significant differences are associated with terrain analysis error in rock debris cov-

ered areas of the glacier, in which the actual limit is subject to various interpretations. This

analysis error might also yield position underestimate during visual interpretation of the

images (Fig. 2). Furthermore, the only usable satellite image was acquired in mid-Summer

while the GPS tracks were acquired at the end of September: the period of most important

retreat separates these two dates and might account for some of the largest discrepencies,

since an average retreat rate of 22 m.a−1 is claimed by (Mingxing et al., 2010). However, the

largest differences between the snout position derived from GPS tracks and the one derived

from satellite image interpretation (up to 17 m in the area furthest north) are associated

with local terrain analysis error in rock debris covered areas of the glacier.

[Fig. 2 about here.]

An alternative solution, both on the field and when processing DEMs of the glacier, is

to define the glacier limit as the slope angle change, from steep slopes to the flat area over

the glacier (Paul et al., 2004). This approach avoids the inclusion of avalanches – appearing

as light-colored areas even in summer satellite images – as part of the glacier (Fig. 3).

[Fig. 3 about here.]

Satellite images and DEMs have been processed to reach 5 m×5 m pixel sampling size:

assuming a one pixel resolution in any of the afore-mentioned processing strategies, the most

significant positioning accuracy issue is associated with the identification of relevant Ground

Control Points (GCP) as needed for geometric corrections (image registration) of the im-

ages. The DEM considered throughout this study is a combination of a dataset provided

by Norsk Polarinstitutt and acquired in 1995 using stereographic aerial photography, with

interpolated dual-frequency GPS tracks acquired in 2009 (Friedt et al., 2012). While sig-

nificant features are well defined in the moraine area, along the nearby coast and on the
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summits, the glacier itself is a variable surface with hardly any feature which can be iden-

tified over multiple datasets. Thus, the resolution of the slopes position is dependent on

the availability of nearby geolocated GCPs, and the resulting glacier limit positioning is the

sum of the identification resolution and positioning resolution (square root of sum of the

variances since both variability sources are independent). While the front position is well

defined in areas where the snout is not covered with rock debris, and the upper parts of the

glacier are defined by rimayes when visible, most other regions are blurred by avalanche or

continuous transitions from glacier to snow covered regions on the slopes in which the rimaye

is no longer visible.

[Fig. 4 about here.]

Being confident that the glacier limits are identified within one pixel resolution or ±5 m,

and with an accuracy dependent on the limit definition, the remaining issue with the com-

parison of surface defined limits and the intersection of the bedrock interface as observed

by GPR with the surface lies in the fact that the glacier limits have been measured once

on a given dataset, while the GPR transects have been performed on another year. Indeed,

DEM and satellite imagery are not easily acquired, and our reference dataset is selected

from records obtained in 2009. The GPR transects have been acquired in April 2011: the

assessment of the glacier limit change within this time interval is needed to compare both

glacier limit definitions. One analysis on clear cut rimaye obtained in 1990 and 2010 shows

that near the steep slopes, the projected glacier boundary has moved by less than 5 m (Fig.

4).

4. Glacier limit definition using sub-surface markers

[Fig. 5 about here.]

Having identified glacier limits using surface features as observed on datasets recorded

using remote sensing means (Paul et al., 2013), we now wish to understand how these

boundaries relate to those found using sub-surface markers as acquired by GPR. The aim of
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our experiments was to raise the GPR as high as possible on the slopes, starting from a point

A on the glacier, and reaching along a path orthogonal to the estimated glacier boundary,

a point B on the hillside located close to a rock layer visible above the snow cover (Fig.

6). Mountaineering techniques were used to hang and hoist the GPR: a belay anchor was

installed and a rope was used to move the overall device. The two operators also tried to

pull the device while keeping a regular walking pace, although GPS coordinates of traces

were periodically recorded. On the field, the objective was to determine where and when the

ice signal disappears on the collected traces. The challenge of this measurement setup lies

in the steep slopes, > 30o steep, along which the GPR was tracked. In addition, the quality

of snowpack made of fresh snow exhibiting little cohesion made the anchoring unstable.

[Fig. 6 about here.]

The post-processing steps are limited to re-sampling the space interval of the traces by

considering the total track length using the GPS coordinates, selecting a constant space

interval equal to the total length divided by the number of traces, and assigning each trace

closest to the equidistant spacing in the final radargram. No migration was performed as

it was not needed in the context of seeing the limit of the glacier on the radargram, nor

the slope of the ice/bedrock interface. Zero-time correction was performed by removing a

common time offset to all traces for the direct electromagnetic wave from emitter to receiver

to be located at the time origin of all A-scans. The conversion from echo reception time

to depth is obtained by using an electromagnetic velocity in ice of 170 m/µs deduced from

a relative permittivity of ice of 3.1 as found for dry, cold ice (Hagen and Sætrang, 1991;

Saintenoy et al., 2013).

5. Results and discussion

An initial qualitative interpretation of the radargrams (Fig. 7) is obtained by visually

identifying the junction of the ice-rock interface with the surface. This feature is most

striking as a continuous interface hardly disturbed by point-like reflectors such as bedieres,
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crevasses or rocks buried in the ice. The ice-rock interface intersection with the surface will

be used to define the glacier limit.

[Fig. 7 about here.]

For each transect, two positions defined as the glacier limit as identified from sub-surface

features are selected: on the one hand the abscissa at which the echo signal extrapolating

the bedrock interface slope to the zero-time GPR traces defined as the surface. Hence, two

solid vertical lines define these two markers of the true limit of the glacier as shown on Fig.

7 (solid lines) and are compared with the limit defined from surface features observed on

remote sensing datasets on a zenital projected map (dashed lines).

We observed a gap typically ranging between 20 and 40 m – with a maximum value of

97 m and a minimum value of 11 m – for each transect between the limit given by image

interpretation and the limit given by the radargram. The maximum value of 97 m is on the

north-eastern transect at the base of the Haavimb mountain.

The main result is that the ice extends beyond the limits usually mapped for glaciers.

However, the dynamic connection between ice and the glacier itself is unclear: while a rimaye

would undoubtly demonstrate that both ice masses (below the slopes and the main glacier)

are dynamically disconnected, no such a feature was visible on the radargrams while crevasses

are otherwise clearly visible. The only discontinuity clearly visible on one of the radagrams

is a deep bediere whose extension to the bedrock is not visible (Fig. 7, trace 3).

By combining field observations (Fig. 8) and radar measurements, we can state that the

lower parts of the slopes are filled with ice covered by rock fallen from the upper parts of the

slopes, and this ice is connected to the main glacier (Fig. 9). An example of this process is

illustrated on the bottom-right picture of the Haavimb mountain, visible on the foreground

of Fig. 8, in which multiple accumulation layers of rock debris fallen from the slopes are

visible over the ice, while some of the ice connected to the glacier is still visible on the lower

part of the slopes. This is visible on multiple other spots around the glacier thanks to the

strong melt rate of the last years. It demonstrates a significant interpretation difference

compared to a traditional image analysis. The glacier limit position becomes a major source
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of uncertainty in the error budget since the position discrepency between remote sensing

surface feature based limit identification and sub-surface bedrock interface intersection with

the surface is much larger than the previously estimated ±1 pixel uncertainty (Saintenoy

et al., 2013).

[Fig. 8 about here.]

Assuming an error on the glacier limit position of 30 m along the 14.1 km boundary,

then the area uncertainty with respect to the total 4.6 km2 is 0.42 km2 or 10%. This area

uncertainty yields a significant contribution in the global mass budget of a glacier when

computing the interpolated ablation stake height measurement mutliplied by the glacier

area, although the remote sensing-based surface feature definition of the limits will always

underestimate the actual glacier area and only bias the result. Notice furthermore that this

glacier limit definition yields a much larger uncertainty than those cited in (Paul et al., 2013)

in which glacier delineation by multiple authors yield an average area standard deviation of

2.6 (Ötzel Alps) to 5.7% (Alaska) depending on the geographical settings.

However, the contribution of the varying limit definitions to the glacier volume is less

significant since the glacier is shallowest in these regions: assuming a 45o slope, the 30 m

limit position uncertainty yields a maximum depth uncertainty of 30 m as well, contributing

to a volume of 0.0063 km3 or 1.8% of the 0.3487 km3 glacier volume derived from GPR

measurements (Saintenoy et al., 2013). Although our previous analysis attributed the main

source of uncertainty to the bedrock interpolation error as observed by computing the kriging

variance, this statistical estimator is known to overestimate the actual interpolation error

(Chainey and Stuart, 1998; Journel, 1986; Rotschky et al., 2007; Serra, 1987) due to its

sensitivity solely to measurement point position and not to the actual ice thickness values.

However, with a tenfold contribution to the ice volume uncertainty with respect to the

next error source (ice thickness derivation, consistent with previous estimates (Hagen and

Sætrang, 1991), the interpolation error remains significant even for such a high trace density

as described in (Saintenoy et al., 2013).
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Finally, the 1.8% volume contribution represented by ice under slopes debris raise other

questions. First of all, this result highlights the uncertainty of the hydrological contribution

of the glacier, especially during high melting events, since we are unable to assess the hy-

drological connectivity between the main drainage system and the slopes. Furthermore, the

question of the dynamic connection between this ice buried under the slopes and the main

glacier flow remains open Scherler et al. (2011). The outstanding issue concerning future

dynamics is also crucial to determine if the ice below the debris (now protected) will evolve

in the same way as the ice free of debris, more vulnerable to melting Vieli et al. (2002);

Hagen et al. (2003).

[Fig. 9 about here.]

6. Conclusion

In addition to assessing the glacier limit uncertainty when derived from surface features

observed on datasets acquired through remote sensing mesurements, we consider the consis-

tency of this classical approach with the glacier boundary defined as the intersection of the

bedrock interface with the surface as derived from sub-surface Ground Penetrating Radar

measurements.

While the ice thickness remains significant (≥20 m) at the visually identified glacier

boundary, the glacier is observed to extend well beyond the slopes, at a distance of 20 to

40 m below the rock cover visually defining the glacier limit. On the small glacier considered

in this study, the uncertainty on the definition of the limit yields a 10% uncertainty on

the glacier area, a significant source of error when computing mass balance. On the other

hand, the contribution to the glacier volume is of the same order of magnitude than the ice

thickness uncertainty derived from GPR measurements. The dynamic connection of this ice

mass to the main glacier remains an open question.
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Fig. 1: Geographical location of the Austre Lovénbreen, on the west coast of Spitsbergen, 79oN.
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Fig. 2: In red: the snout position extracted from digital image processing on a satellite FORMOSAT image
acquired on July 31, 2008, geometrically corrected using the ground control points (in yellow). In green,
the GPS track recorded end of September, 2008, as an operator walks eastward along the glacier snout. In
brown, the GPS track recorded walking westward several hours later.
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Fig. 3: a) DEM of the glacier basin, b) hillshade analysis emphasizing slope angle change, and c) slope angles
over the glacier basin.
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Fig. 4: Upper panel: rimaye as seen on a field picture (2010). Lower panel: rimaye as observed on an aerial
photography of the same location (1990). The azimutal projection of both images exhibits a distance of less
than 5 meters between rimaye positions.
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Fig. 5: Position of the 6 tracks along which GPR measurements were gathered to assess the glacier limit
position. Each measurement path is oriented orthogonal to the glacier boundary as estimated from color
change on a summer satellite picture (solid line). The dashed line lies along the 2010 Equilibrium Limit
Altitude (ELA). Bottom: topography corrected traces gathered using GPR on the west-east transect. Notice
the blurred interface on the western-most cirque, interpreted as avalanche or rock debris in the ice scattering
the electromagnetic signal which is then prevented from reaching the bedrock interface, while the bedrock
exhibits a sharp interface on the eastern cirque. The total transect length (west to east, C-D) is 3120 m.
The top-profile (E-F) was collected near the snout in September 2012 as the snow layer was thin enough for
the rock debris-glacier interface to still be visible. In the latter radargram, dark squares indicate bedieres
which were crossed while acquiring the traces.
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Fig. 6: Picture following a measurement along a track linking point A (on the glacier flat surface) and point
B (on the slope, near a visible solid rock outcrop) orthogonal to the visually identified glacier boundary
(dashed line). Points A and B are also shown next to profile 2 on Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7: Radargrams acquired on five of the test sites, corresponding from top to bottom to the sites numbered
1 to 5 on Fig. 5. The ice-rock interface are visible as the measurement starts over the glacier area at depths
ranging from 50 to 60 m, and reaches the surface at a location marked by the vertical solid lines. Two
limits based on sub-surface features are actually selected: intersection of the extrapolated bedrock interface
with the surface (furthest to the right) or loss of the interface on the radargrams. The discrepancy with
the position of the boundary identified visually as the limit between dark (rock covered) and light (ice/snow
covered) areas on aerial images is emphasized by representing this limit as the vertical dashed lines. The
bediere on profile 3 (central panel) is visible as a series of strong scatterers from position 400 to 475 m.
1) Slattofjellet, 2) Haavimbfjellet westward, 3) Haavimbfjellet southward, 4) Grönlietoppen westward, 5)
soutward exposed ridge
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Fig. 8: Position of the various glacier limits as a function of analysis method, whether from colorimetric
analysis of satellite images (A), hillshade (slope steepness gradient) analysis (B), GPS mapping while walking
at the glacier limit (C), and GPR bedrock interface reaching the surface (D). Bottom-right: multiple accu-
mulation layers of rock debris fallen from the slopes are visible over the ice on a picture taken in September,
while some of the ice connected to the glacier is still visible on the lower part of the slopes. Both topography
lines on the top graphs are derived from cross-sections along the GPR tracks of a DEM made by combining
stereo aerial-photography derived altitude measurements on the slopes and our own 2009 dual-frequency
GPS measurements for the glacier covered area.
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Fig. 9: Interpretation of the radargrams: the slopes, observed as rock covered areas on aerial and satellite
images, exhibit an ice-rock interface in the continuity of the glacier ice-rock boundary when probed using
a GPR. Since a 100 MHz GPR is unable to observe interfaces within the first meter from the surface,
the observed radargrams are interpreted as a thin (<1 m thick) rock layer coating an underlying ice mass
extending below the visible slope boundary as defined by the rock slides observed visually, and reaching the
underlying solid rock in continuity of the glacier bedrock.
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